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Introduction

• Communication as a field: Sender – medium 

– Receiver 

• Message sender: Governments, citizens, 

corporates, civil society … name them

• Message receiver: Citizens, corporates, 

governments, civil society … name them 

• Medium: Traditional/conventional media 

versus new/unconventional media 

• Focus on media and journalism: Old and new  



Media and spin

• Private, public organizations and individuals 

involved in financial and governance-related 

crimes have become adept at spinning 

stories – “fake news” – and whitewashing 

and covering their tracks 

• PR and media relations firms, etc

• However, we are focused more on how 

investigative journalism does and can aid 

governance and accountability   



Role of investigative journalism



Role of investigative journalism

Journalism whether old or new is an important 
means of uncovering illicit finance, financial 
secrecy, tax avoidance and asset recovery

Africa loses $50bn annually from illicit/illegal 

financial flows, The Guardian, Feb 2 2015 



Role of investigative journalism

 Claims linking Rawal to ownership of 

Panama accounts return to haunt her, Daily 

Nation, June 1 2016

 More Kenyans on Panama Papers list, Daily 

Nation, Thursday May 12 2016

 Global investigative journalism important 

because it links global illegal, illicit financial 

flows – through safe havens for instance – to 

African countries, African actors 



Role of investigative journalism



Role of investigative journalism

WikiLeaks: NIS purchased software to crack 

websites, Daily Nation, Saturday July 11, 2015



Holding governments to account



Look up investigative journalism sites

 Global Investigative Journalism Network 

 Africa Uncensored, Kenya

 African Network of Centers for Investigative 

Reporting

 Forum for African Investigative Reporters, 

Africa

 African Investigative Journalism 

Conference, Wits Journalism



Exposure, unearthing

 Mohamed Ali: Exposure of social ills and 

corruption including drug trafficking

 John-Allan Namu: Africa Uncensored

Despite some of their missteps, they aid 

good governance and accountability

 What would be the case if corruption cases 

were not investigated and reported?

 Journalists ask the hard questions, 

accountants would aid by upholding freedom of 

the media



The how of investigative journalism

 Going undercover: Professional investigative 

journalists ensure anonymity 

Accountants can work with the media to initiate 

projects for safe whistleblowing safe 

 It takes time: Uncovering intricate financial crimes 

takes months, years 

The secret bribes of big tobacco paper trail, 

BBC, 30 November 2012



The how of investigative journalism

 It involves telling the story: Financial matters 

can be dry and drab. Investigative 

journalists craft stories out of data, statistics, 

facts … for ease of comprehension by often 

financial illiterate publics 
 Follow the money: Journalists are allies with 

accountants in that they can track and follow the 

trail and pinpoint the actors and their actions, 

stage-by-stage



The how of investigative journalism

 Social media, user generated content, crowd-

sourcing, data-driven journalism

A new frontier for investigative journalism and a 

boon for good governance and accountability

 Social media can be a boon or a bane in reporting 

governance and accountability 

The important point for now is recognize that 

information dissemination is rapidly going offline 

onto online platforms 
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The how of investigative journalism

 International Fact-Checking Network

 Africa Check 

 Good Governance Africa



The how of investigative journalism



The how of investigative journalism



How can accountants help?

 Help journalists with fact checking and 

verification for accurate reporting: Finance 

is a complex area

 Provide information – tips, expert opinion

 Reports and studies should have abridged 

versions 

 Develop some basics of investigative 

journalism: Journalism for accounts



How can accountants help?



Q and A


